Get Involve!
Our program seeks to bring together youth
from all around the world in knowing each
other and their cultures. You can get
involve by exchanging communication as in
the form of pen pals. We also accept in-kind
donations as it goes a long way in helping
children on our end continue to participate
in sports while at the same time learning in
an interactive way. Most of the children in
our program are excited about making new
friends
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Who We Are
Mission and Vision

The mission of Hoops Care International is to
provide opportunities for youth to develop
leadership
skills, healthy
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ethic, commitment, honesty
and integrity
through sport. We
believe that basketball teaches
life lessons that can help people of all ages
with success on and off the court. Hoops Care
International believes in the effectiveness of
positive role models, and is active in the fight
against HIV/Aids, tuberculosis, drugs and
alcohol abuse. Working hard towards goals as
a team is an experience that HCI beneficiaries
will carry with them for the rest of their lives.
Objectives
Generally the HCI objectives can be outlined as
follows:
--To reach out to the youth with the message
of awareness on social issues, health and
education using sports as a medium.

--To continuously promote basketball wherever possible,
by exposing the sport on multiple stages, targeting the
youth.
--To detect and develop basketball talent among the
youth worldwide, in order to lift the sport to a higher
level.
--To increase the availability of basketball resources and
accessories.
Operations
HCI offers services to the following target groups.
ϖ Basic schools
ϖ High schools
ϖ Shelters
ϖ Community organizations
ϖ Youth Development groups
ϖ Children in poor communities
What we do?
•HCI ROAD TRIP
In this project HCI
visit schools, organize a basketball
clinic and interact
with the children in a
fun and sportive way
while teaching them how to stay healthy and participate
in sports

•Wheels4Hope
This project seeks to empower
disable athletes through wheelchair sports,

•ProGHAC
This is a health club in ten basic
schools in Cape Coast. Members
of the clubs campaign on Malaria
prevention and control in their
communities.
•Children Library
Children are introduce to constructive reading and summary
writing in the library at our
office edifice.
•After school program
School children take part in
various sporting activities, especially basketball on selected days while others are use
for etra classes
•HCI Mini Basketball League
Mini-baskebtall league for children
ages 7-12 are organize during
vacations

